MEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES AVAILABLE
MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
SERVING PATIENTS AGES 0 TO 20 YEARS OLD.

541-526-6623  |  1680 W MCKINNEY BUTTE ROAD, NEXT TO SISTERS HIGH SCHOOL

Medical services offered:

- Well-child exams (will complete Sports Physical at no charge)
- Immunizations
- Sick visits
- Diagnosis and treatment
- Pregnancy tests and STD testing
- Same-day appointments
- Se habla Español

Deschutes County Behavioral Health
SERVICES AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT MONDAY AND THURSDAY - PLEASE CALL 541-322-7500

Students between the age of 12 and 19 who visit the SBHC may be asked to complete an anonymous satisfaction and health status survey after their visit. Participation in the survey is optional and declining will not impact future care. To see a copy of the survey go to “SBHC Data Requirements” at http://healthoregon.org/sbhc.